Abstract-A matrix operation is referred to as a hard-toparallel matrix operation (HPMO) if it has serial bottlenecks that are hardly parallelizable. Otherwise, it is referred to as an easy-to-parallel matrix operation (EPMO). Empirical evidences showed the performance scalability of an HPMO is significantly poorer than an EPMO on multicore and distributed architectures. As the result, the design of higher-level algorithms for applications, for the performance considerations on multicore and distributed architectures, should avoid the use of HPMOs as the computational kernels.
I. INTRODUCTION
We are experiencing a dramatic transformation of computing landscape to multicore and distributed systems. The shift to an increasing number of cores and heterogeneous architectures requires significant modification to today's computational tools and technologies. The communication cost of an algorithm has already exceeded arithmetic cost by orders of magnitude, and the gap is growing exponentially over time [9] . To compensate the speed gap, new principles of software and algorithm design for performance are gradually built via extensive studies. For instance, one may use massively fine-grained and asynchronous threading to improve processor utilization and to hide the communication latency [7] , or trade with additional computation for reducing communication among processing units [8] .
Those ideas have been widely applied in designing basic matrix operations and algorithms. In [1] , the pivoting in the LU decomposition is avoided by using randomization technique and the QR decomposition. In [17] , [7] , [6] , [15] , tiled algorithms with dynamically scheduling are used to achieve fine granularity and asynchronicity for Cholesky, LU and QR factorizations and Hessenberg reduction. In [20] , [8] , processor utilizations are enhanced by minimizing communication cost on various platforms.
However, not all matrix operation can be efficiently parallelized. For example, the QR decomposition with column pivoting (QRP) performs significantly poorer than the QR without pivoting (see Figure II .1). One challenge is that the pivoting involves moving the columns of the matrix between levels of a memory hierarchy and/or between processors over a network. Another challenge is that the pivoting criterion is computed based on the global runtime information, which requires a global synchronization when subtasks run in parallel. The first challenge alone may not be a critical performance killer, since it can be improved by techniques like pre-fetching and computation and communication overlapping. It is the combinative effects of those two challenges that jeopardize an effective performance improvement by parallelization.
We call a matrix operation such as the pivoted QR a hard-to-parallel matrix operation (HPMO). On the other hand, matrix operation such as matrix-matrix multiplication and the QR decomposition (without pivoting) are called easy-to-parallel matrix operations (EPMOs). By nature, it is not likely to improve the performance of an HPMO significantly by parallelization. In [1] , the LU decomposition with pivoting for solving a linear system of equations and matrix inversion is recommended to be replaced by the QR decomposition.
For large-scale application simulations that currently employ HPMOs as computational kernels, it is highly desired and often challenging to redesign the kernel to avoid the use of HPMOs. In this paper, we present an HPMO-avoiding algorithm for a real physical simulation application: the Green's function in Determinant Quantum Monte Carlo (DQMC) simulation [2] , [14] . For stabilizing the matrix multiplication and inversion, the original algorithm uses the pivoted QR decomposition to stratify matrix elements of different magnitude order [13] , [12] , [4] . Our redesigned algorithm, called Structural Orthogonal Factorization (SOF), reformulates the calculation to avoid the pivoted QR, and uses matrix-matrix multiplication and QR-decomposition only, both EPMOs. We will present different implementations of SOF on multicore and distributed systems. Standard numerical libraries, BLAS and LAPACK on multicore and PBLAS and ScaLAPACK on distributed architectures, are used as building blocks to harvest the great performance of those highly optimized numerical libraries. Experiment results showed the SOF algorithm is as stable as the original one. Moreover, although the operation count of the SOF algorithm is three times more than that of the original algorithm, the SOF still outperforms the original algorithm by 20% on a quad-core system, and 250% on a 1024-CPU distributed system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II compares the performance and scalability of three matrix operations on multicore and distributed architectures, namely matrix-matrix multiplication, QR, and pivoted QR. Based on their properties of parallelization, they are classified as EPMOs or HPMOs. Section III introduces the Green's function calculation in the determinant quantum Monte Carlo simulations, and the original algorithm, which is an HPMO. The redesigned algorithm, structured orthogonal factorization (SOF), is presented in section IV. Section V illustrates different implementations of SOF utilizing highly optimized numerical libraries and analyzes their operation counts. Section VI compares the performance of various implementations of SOF to the original algorithm. The concluding remarks and future work are given in section VII.
II. EPMO AND HPMO
This section begins with the performance and scalability measurement of some basic matrix operations from wellestablished BLAS and LAPACK on multicore and PBLAS and ScaLAPACK on distributed architectures. From there, a classification of easy-to-parallel matrix operations (EPMOs) and hard-to-parallel matrix operations (HPMOs) is presented.
The following three basic matrix operations are selected for their distinct characteristic of parallelism and relevance to the application studied in this paper.
• The matrix-matrix multiplication C = AB is often used as a performance benchmark to indicate the achievable peak performance on various architectures, where A, B and C are n × n matrices. Its computational subroutine is DGEMM in BLAS and PDGEMM in PBLAS. • The QR decomposition is defined as A = QR, where Q is an orthogonal matrix and R is an upper triangle matrix. Its computational subroutine is DGEQRF in LAPACK and PDGEQRF in ScaLAPACK.
• The pivoted QR decomposition AP = QR, where Q is orthogonal, R is upper triangular and P is a permutation matrix. Its computational subroutine is DGEQP3 in LAPACK and PDGEQP3 in ScaLAPACK.
Figure II.1 shows the performance of these three basic matrix operations on an Intel Core i7 Quad 2.66GHz machine as available in MKL version 10.2. Figure 1(a) compares the Gflop/s of three subroutines for different matrix size using 4 cores; Figure 1 (b) displays their Gflop/s using 1 core, 2 cores, and 4 cores for the matrix of size 12000. As can be seen, the performance of QR is close to that of the matrixmatrix multiplication. Although the QR and the pivoted QR are kin to each other, the performance of the pivoted QR is much poorer than QR. Furthermore, we notice that the speedup of DGEQP3 on quad core is only a slight better than two-core, as shown in Figure 1(b) . By contrast, the performance of DGEMM and DGEQRF are almost quadrupled from one to quad cores. It is anticipated with more cores, the performance improvement of DGEQP3 would be further deteriorate.
To measure the performance of these matrix operations on a message passing based cluster, we used a Cray XT4 massively parallel processing system (named Franklin) at NERSC (National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center). Franklin has 9,572 compute nodes. Each compute node consists of a 2.3GHz single socket quad-core AMD Opteron processor (Budapest) with a theoretical peak performance of 9.2 GFlop/s per core (4 flops/cycle if using SSE128 instructions). MPI task assignment follows the SMP placement style. To match the nature of matrix algorithms, PBLAS and ScaLAPACK maps processors onto a two-dimensional rectangular grid (process grid) according to the row-major order or the column major order. In our test cases, the square process grid is used, and the number of allocated processors is represented by the size of the grid. For instance, a 2 × 2 processor allocation means 4 processors are mapped onto a two by two process grid.
We chose a typical matrix size, 16384 = 2 14 , to compare the performance differences of these three routines, and used different number of processors, 2×2, 4×4, 6×6, 8×8, 12×12 and 16 × 16 to illustrate their scalability. Figure II .2 shows the performance results of three PBLAS and ScaLAPACK subroutines with respect to different number of processors. It can be seen that the performance of the pivoted QR is only about one tenth of the other two matrix operations and the scalability is extremely poor as well.
There are issues which make the pivoted QR extremely hard to parallelize. First, the pivoting involves exchanging columns of the matrix, which may locate at different levels of a memory hierarchy and/or between processors over a network. Second, the pivoting criterion requires a global synchronization to evaluate the norms of remaining columns. The first issue cannot be resolved by pre-fetching or computation and communication overlapping because of the second issue. Thus, the pivoting, which entails expensive data communication, can be regarded as the non-parallelizable operations of the pivoted QR.
The ineffectiveness of parallelizing the pivoted QR can also be explained by Amdahl's law. Let T p be the time for the communication requested by pivoting, and T c be the time for computation. If we assume the communication cannot be parallelized at all and the computation part can be perfectly parallelized, the asymptotical speedup of the parallel pivoted QR is
If T p is much larger than T c , the limited speedup and scalability can be anticipated by parallelization. A number of matrix operations share the same characters as the pivoted QR. We call a matrix operation a hard-to-parallel matrix operation (HPMO) if its most time consuming subtasks, including communication, cannot be parallelized. Otherwise, a matrix operation is called a easyto-parallel matrix operation (EPMO). It should note that our classification does not imply that the performance of HPMOs cannot be improved by other methods. For instance, one can improve the performance of pivoted QR by minimizing the communication or by relaxing the pivoting criterion. This is the effort beyond the scope of our current work.
III. GREEN'S FUNCTION CALCULATION
Green's function calculation is the kernel in quantum Monte Carlo simulations of interacting electrons in computational material science [5] , [13] , [12] . Specifically, in the Determinant Quantum Monte Carlo (DQMC) simulation, the Green's function is formulated as
where B i = BV i , is a product of a symmetric matrix B and a diagonal matrix V i [2] . Matrix B = e Δτ K is a matrix exponential of the hopping matrix K, which describes how electrons hop among sites. Scalar Δτ is the time discretization parameter. Its product with L, β = ΔτL, is the inverse temperature. The diagonal elements of matrix V i are in {e λ , e −λ }, where λ = cosh −1 (e UΔτ /2 ). Scalar U is an energy parameter that related to local repulsion between electrons [2] .
When L is large (a.k.a. low temperatures), the matrix G in (III.1) is extremely ill-conditioned. Several methods have been proposed [13] , [12] , [18] , [4] to stabilize the computation by stratifying the magnitude of elements in the matrix multiplications. All those methods inevitably require the pivoted QR decomposition. Algorithm 1 by Loh et al [13] , [12] is currently used to calculate the Green's function G. In the algorithm, elements of different energy levels, which correspond to different magnitude of numbers, are stratified by the pivoted QR decomposition. The stratification step protects small numbers to be rounded by mixing with large ones. The stability analysis of the stratification method can be found in [4] .
Algorithm 1 Stratification method
1) Compute the pivoted QR:
IV. SOF ALGORITHM To avoid HPMO QR decomposition with pivoting, Algorithm 2 is a redesigned method to compute the Green's function G. It is referred to as a SOF (Structured Orthogonal Factorization) method since the computational kernel involves an orthogonal decomposition of a structured matrix. The similar computational kernel has also appeared in other higher-level matrix algorithms, such as inverse-free method for computing the generalized Schur decomposition of a matrix pair [3] and the matrix polar decomposition [11, Chap.8] [16] .
The number of floating point operations of the SOF method is about 3 times to that of the stratification method. However, because the SOF algorithm does not use any HPMOs, its performance can be efficiently improved by parallelization, which will be shown in Section VI.
The correctness of the SOF algorithm is justified as follows. 
The second block row gives the equations
) T for i > 2, the above equations can be rewritten as
If multiplying all terms of the above equations from bottom to top, we have
From
Step 1 and Step 2(b),
By combining (IV.4) and (IV.3), A L can be expressed as
As the result,
V. IMPLEMENTATIONS
The most time consuming task in the SOF algorithm is step 2)-a). In this section, we consider a variety of implementations of step 2)-a) on multicore and distributed architectures. We try to use the subroutines of BLAS and LAPACK or PBLAS and ScaLAPACK as much as possible to harvest the performance of those highly performance optimized numerical libraries.
A. On multicore architectures
A straightforward implementation of SOF step 2)-a) to apply the QR decomposition routines as available in LAPACK is shown in Algorithm 3. The subroutine DGEQRF computes the QR decomposition while stores the Q-factor as a product of elementary Householder reflectors. Subsequently, the subroutine DORGQR is used to form the Q-factor explicitly. The right half of the Q-factor is then extracted. The combination of Algorithms 2 and 3 is referred to as SOF-M1. We can improve Algorithm 3 by computing the right half of the Q-factor only. Suppose the Householder elementary reflectors are stored in a 2n × n matrix V . the Q-factor can be written as
where T is an n × n upper triangular matrix. If the matrix V is conformally partitioned as
then the right half of the Q-factor is given by
Furthermore, note that V u is a lower triangular matrix, which can be exploited to further reduce the computational cost of the matrix multiplication. This leads to the second Algorithm 4 SOF step 2)-a) -multicore version 2 1) Perform the QR decomposition by DGEQRF. One can use the partial results computed inside DGEQRF for form the T matrix, which can save some floating point operation than calling DLARFT after DGEQRF as in Algorithm 4. If we represent T in the block format,
2) Compute the T matrix by DLARFT
Subroutine DGEQRF produces T ii in block. The computation of T can take advantage of those partial results. Suppose in the middle of DGEQRF, the partial Householder transformation is
is the next generated block Householder transformation. The merging of H 1 and H 2 is
which shows the T matrix of merged Householder transformation is
Thus, with additional computation of −T 1 V T 1 V 2 T 2 for each block, the entire T matrix can be computed recursively. This leads to the third implementation of SOF step 2)-a), sketched in Algorithm 5. The combination of Algorithms 2 and 5 is referred to as SOF-M3. Algorithm 5 SOF step 2)-a) -multicore version 3 1) Modify DGEQRF to generate additional T matrix, as described in (V.7).
SOF-M1 is easy to implement but performs most unnecessary computations. SOF-M3 has the least computational cost but involves those routines that are not optimized for targeted platforms. SOF-M2 is in between, which can be implemented by invoking routines from BLAS and LAPACK libraries. The leading operation counts and the number of calls of the BLAS and LAPACK subroutines used in the 
stratification method and SOF methods are summarized in Tables V.1 .
B. On massively parallel processing architectures
Two implementations of SOF method step 2)-a) on distributed architectures are shown in Algorithms 6 and 7. They are similar to Algorithms 3 and Algorithm 5 respectively, except using the corresponding subroutines from PBLAS and ScaLAPACK. The lack of the corresponding version of Algorithm 4 is because the PDLARFT subroutine does not generate global T matrix. The combinations of Algorithm 2 with Algorithms 6 and 7 will be denoted as SOF-H1 and SOF-H2, respectively. 
VI. EXPERIMENTS
We begin with a validation of numerical stability and accuracy of the SOF method by comparing it with the stratification method and then report the performance of the stratification and SOF methods on multicore and distributed architectures.
A. Stability and accuracy
The first experiment compares the correctness and numerical stability of the direct method, stratification method (Algorithm 1) and SOF-M1. The direct method for Green's function calculation first forms the product of B i s and then inverts the shifted product. The computed Green's functions by three methods are denoted G D , G L and G S respectively.
The stability and accuracy of SOF-M2 and SOF-M3 are essentially the same as SOF-M1. The experiment result tells two things. First, the experiment shows the results computed by the stratification method and SOF-M1 method are essentially numerically identical. Second, the direct method is instable, although it is also an HPMO-avoiding algorithm. Without the stabilizing procedures, the produced result has no significant digit at all.
B. Performance on multicore
Let us compare the performance of the stratification method and the SOF methods on an Intel Core i7 920 2.66GHz processor with Intel's ifort Fortran compiler, MKL BLAS and LAPACK libraries. The tested problem is the Green's function for periodic square lattices 32 × 32 (n = 1024), 48 × 48 (n = 2304), and 64 × 64 (n = 4096). The number of time slice is L = 96. Table  VI. 3. From the results, one can see that on one core, the stratification method is the fastest one. However, when using more cores, the SOF algorithm shows its superiority. For all three cases, SOF-M2 and SOF-M3 are faster than the stratification method on quad-core. Figure VI 
where T i is the execution time of SOF-Mi and T L is the execution time of the stratification method. It can be seen that when 4 cores are used, SOF-M2 is more than 20% faster than the stratification method, and SOF-M3 is about 16% faster. Although SOF-M1 is the slowest among those methods, it has better speedup than the stratification method. In other word, one can expect better scalability on parallel environments, which eventually can outperform the stratification method when the number of cores is increased. The advantage of the SOF algorithm is clear on distributed architectures. One can see even with more floating point operations, SOF-H1 runs much faster than the stratification method, and scales better with more processors. The stratification method becomes slower when the processor number increases from 16 × 16 to 32 × 32.
The GFlops of the stratification method and two SOF implementations on Franklin are shown in Table VI.5 and Figure VI .5. One can see the performance of SOF-H1 and SOF-H2 are much higher than that of the stratification, which explains the faster running time of the SOF algorithm even with much larger operation counts. Theoretically, SOF-H2 uses less operations and should outperform SOF-H2. However, SOF-H2 was programmed without any performance tuning, which might be the reason that its performance is lower than that of SOF-H1. Numerical algorithm runtimes are increasingly dominated by the cost of memory access (communication), which can exceed the costs of floating point operations by orders of magnitude. Although this trend has been around for a while since the development of the high-level BLAS (i.e., BLAS 3) and its use in LAPACK and ScaLAPACK in 1980s and early 90s, it has continued to grow more important with the shift to an increasing number of cores and heterogeneous architectures. Significantly new and redesigned algorithms are needed to reduce and minimize communication costs [8] . In this paper, we demonstrate how to redesign a higher-level matrix algorithm by using those matrix operations that are easier to parallelize and their performance tuned software are widely available.
The performance of the SOF algorithm proposed in this paper depends on QR. The implementations we discussed here do not utilize any fine-grained and asynchronous techniques to explicitly form the partial Q-factor. A potential improving method is to design a multi-threaded subroutine that can fully utilize the power of multicore as those presented in [17] , [7] , [6] , [15] .
The idea of HPMO-avoidance discussed in this paper can be extended to other higher-level matrix algorithms that are critical to large scale scientific computing applications. For example, matrix polar decomposition is also another important matrix operation widely used in many applications, such as the subspace alignment in electronic structure calculation [10] . We plan to investigate a low-communication algorithm for computing the polar decomposition [16] . We also plan to revisit an inversion-free spectral divide and conquer algorithms for nonsymmetric eigenproblems [3] .
